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Introduction to the Program Guidelines 
The purpose of the competitive authorization process is to appoint an approved list of providers. No 
funding is awarded to selected applicants by the Texas Education Agency (TEA). Selected providers 
may charge the entities seeking their services. All guidelines and instructions for selected applicants will 
be incorporated by reference into the notice of authorization.  

 

Overview of the Competitive Authorization Process 
The following steps provide a high-level overview of the process for responding to a competitive 
authorization opportunity, including application submission and selection: 

1. TEA publishes the competitive authorization application and supporting documents on the TEA 
program webpage. 

2. Eligible applicants submit a proposal, and any required attachments to TEA by the specified 
deadline.  

3. Applications are reviewed and scored. Note: The highest scoring applicants may be required to 
attend an oral interview or respond to questions about their application. 

4. TEA staff conducts any negotiations on the application, if applicable. 
5. Authorization notice issued. 
6. TEA announces selected applicants and related information on the TEA program webpage. 
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Program Timeline 
All dates except the authorization ending date may vary slightly as conditions require. 

Date Event 
April 16, 2021 Guidelines and application details are available through the TAA and the 

TXVSN program webpage. 

April 31, 2021 Notice of Intent to Apply (NOI) due. Failure to notify TEA of the intent to 
apply will not disqualify the applicant from applying. 

Submit the NOI through this form. 

May 7, 2021 Last date to submit questions for the FAQs to TEA.  

See program webpage for any posted FAQs; submit questions to 
DigitalLearning@tea.texas.gov. 

Include “TXVSN Online Course Review Question” in the subject line. 

May 10–14, 2021 FAQs posted to the TXVSN program webpage. 

May 28, 2021 Due date for the application proposals, which must be submitted via email 
to DigitalLearning@tea.texas.gov. Include “Application - TXVSN Online 
Course Review” in the subject line.  

The application must be received by the TEA by 5:00 p.m., Central Time. 

June 1–8, 2021 Application review period 

June 9–11, 2021 Applicant presentations (if requested by TEA) 

June 14–18, 2021 Period for date of issue of authorization notice 

June 21–25, 2021 Authorized organizations and related information posted on website 

Upon Notification  Beginning date of authorization (if selected) 

TXVSN providers will be advised that course review providers selected 
through this program are only authorized for the 2020-2021, 2021-2022, 
and 2022-2023 school years. 

August 31, 2023 Ending date of authorization (if selected) 

TXVSN providers will be advised that course review providers selected 
through this program are only authorized for the 2020-2021, 2021-2022, 
and 2022-2023 school years. TEA may choose to supplement the list during 
this time. Selected vendors not meeting program requirements may be 
removed during this period. 

 

For all dates related to the application, including reporting dates, see the program webpage. If a report due date 
falls on a weekend or holiday, the report will be due the following business day. All dates except the authorization 
ending date may vary slightly as conditions require. 

https://tea.texas.gov/academics/learning-support-and-programs/texas-virtual-school-network
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/4b26070ab04441379e8db54306edb055
mailto:DigitalLearning@tea.texas.gov
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/learning-support-and-programs/texas-virtual-school-network
mailto:DigitalLearning@tea.texas.gov
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/learning-support-and-programs/texas-virtual-school-network
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Competitive Authorization Program at a Glance 

Authorizing Legislation 
This competitive selection process is authorized by the Texas Education Code (TEC) §30A.104 and 
§30A.105, §30A.111, §30A.112(a), and §30A.1121(b). 

Where to Submit the Application 
Submit via email to DigitalLearning@tea.texas.gov. Include “Application: TXVSN Online Course Review” 
in the subject line. The application must be received in DigitalLearning@tea.texas.gov by the TEA by 5:00 
p.m., Central Time, Friday, May 28, 2021. 

Purpose of Program 
TEA seeks qualified online course review organizations to provide comprehensive evaluations of online 
student courses and online professional development courses for the Texas Virtual School Network 
(TXVSN). The intent of the course review process is to ensure the online courses and professional 
development meet the TEA-specified standards, including the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 
(TEKS), Texas content quality measures, national standards for quality online courses, national standards 
for quality online teaching, and accessibility requirements listed in Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973, prior to the courses being made available to students and educators.  

Eligible Applicants 
Eligible applicants include nonprofit organizations, institutions of higher education, private 
companies, Texas local education agencies, and Texas regional education service centers that 
demonstrate the capacity to offer TXVSN online course reviews that meet the criteria specified in 
the program guidelines.  

To meet all evaluation areas listed within this document, applicants may form partnerships and 
submit a proposal under the one organization that will serve as the lead for the course review 
services.  

To avoid conflicts of interest, Texas Virtual School Network participating course providers, 
content developers, or their business partners may not apply to this competitive authorization or 
partner with organizations that do apply. 

Selection of Applicants 
Applicants will be selected based upon their ability to meet the minimum requirements. 

Applicant Assistance 
The following types of assistance are available to applicants for this grant program: 

mailto:earlychildhoodeducation@tea.texas.gov
mailto:earlychildhoodeducation@tea.texas.gov
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/curriculum-standards/teks/texas-essential-knowledge-and-skills
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/curriculum-standards/teks/texas-essential-knowledge-and-skills
https://www.nsqol.org/the-standards/quality-online-courses/
https://www.nsqol.org/the-standards/quality-online-teaching/
https://www.nsqol.org/the-standards/quality-online-teaching/
https://www.section508.gov/manage/laws-and-policies#508-policy
https://www.section508.gov/manage/laws-and-policies#508-policy
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Contact for Clarifying Information  
Please submit any questions about the authorization program to DigitalLearning@tea.texas.gov. 

Frequently Asked Questions  
The FAQs for this application will be posted to the program webpage no later than the date listed on the 
Authorization Program Timeline. Applicants may email their questions to the email address listed in the 
Contact for Clarifying Information section. 

Errata Notices 
Any errata notices will be posted to the program webpage. 

Program Description 

Background Information 
TEA seeks to identify qualified course review organizations with competencies in evaluating online 
courses for students and online professional development for online instructors. The list of awarded 
Evaluators will be available to TXVSN Providers seeking an objective, authorized, third-party to conduct 
reviews for them. Online courses and online professional development that meet the evaluation criteria 
are eligible for use within the TXVSN. 

No funding is awarded to selected applicants by the Texas Education Agency. Selected providers may 
charge the entities seeking their services.  

Online Student Course Reviews 
The Texas Education Agency offers online courses to eligible students through the Texas Virtual School 
Network. The TXVSN consists of two programs—the supplemental statewide course catalog of high 
school courses and the full-time online schools that serve students in grades 3–12. TXVSN courses may 
be offered as a one-semester course or a full-year (two-semester) course. 

A TXVSN online student course is defined as follows:  

“An educational course in which instruction and content are delivered primarily over 
the Internet, a student and teacher are in different locations for a majority of the 
student's instructional period, most instructional activities take place in an online 
environment, the online instructional activities are integral to the academic program, 
and extensive communication and interaction between a student and a teacher and 
among students are major design elements. A student is not required to be located on 
the physical premises of a school district or charter school.” 

A course must undergo course review authorized by TEA as required by law and rule. (See 
Appendix A for current regulations associated with course review.) A course, including 
asynchronous and synchronous content, activities, and materials, must undergo course 
review as defined. Factors that require a course to undergo a rereview include, but are not 
limited to the change to, the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills, an update of quality or 
accessibility standards, substantive changes made to the course by the course provider, or a 
change to the provider’s LMS. 

mailto:DigitalLearning@tea.texas.gov
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/learning-support-and-programs/texas-virtual-school-network
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/learning-support-and-programs/texas-virtual-school-network
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Content and Quality Requirements 
A TXVSN online course must meet the definition of a TXVSN course and all content requirements. Online 
courses must include the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) at the breakout component of 
each student expectation. (See Appendix B for an example of a TEKS breakout rubric.) Courses must also 
meet any additional requirements, such as hands-on lab and field investigations, skill demonstrations 
and groupwork or ensemble performances required by the TEKS as stated in law and rule. Advanced 
Placement (AP) courses must receive documented College Board approval prior to entering the TXVSN 
online course review process.  

In addition to content rigor, course quality is a critical element for the learning experience. The TXVSN 
Course Content Quality Rubric (Appendix C) is a new set of indicators that will be used to assess courses 
starting January 1, 2021. Courses must demonstrate each indicator is “met” within this rubric. Courses 
must also achieve a “satisfactory” or “very satisfactory” in all indicators in the NSQ National Standards 
for Quality Online Courses, Third Edition 2019 to demonstrate they meet quality online course 
benchmarks.  

Finally, while an online course is primarily delivered online, it may also include documents key to the 
instruction. Both online course content and any supporting documentation must undergo review and 
meet the accessibility requirements as listed in the revised Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.  

Duplicate Course Reviews 
A TXVSN provider may request a duplicate course review when obtaining permission to deliver a course 
that has already passed the course review process conducted by a TEA authorized course reviewer and 
still meets course requirements and standards. The goal of this review is to determine if the course and 
LMS are identical to one that has already successfully completed the review process. 

Online Professional Development Reviews 

Content and Quality Requirements 
Quality professional development for online teachers in best practices in online instruction is important 
to support quality teaching and learning. Research demonstrates that a teacher’s skill in face-to-face 
teaching does not necessarily transfer to an online environment because in online instruction the 
teacher must combine both instructional and subject-area knowledge with a working knowledge of 
rapidly evolving online tools for communication and collaboration, content management, progress 
monitoring and assessment. For this reason, professional development available through the TXVSN 
must emphasize these skills. 

There are two sets of criteria a professional development course must meet. The content must 
demonstrate that each indicator of the NSQ National Standards for Quality Online Teaching, Third 
Edition 2019 is included in the course. The course materials, both online and any supporting print 
documentation, must also meet the accessibility requirements as listed in revised Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 

Critical Success Factors in the Review Process 
A timely review process that does not sacrifice on performing a quality course evaluation is one of four 
critical success factors for evaluators selected for the TXVSN Course Review process. The second factor 
is the expertise of the individuals conducting the reviews. Factors three and four include exemplary 
project management and communications skills. 

https://tea.texas.gov/academics/curriculum-standards/teks/texas-essential-knowledge-and-skills
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/instructional-materials/review-and-adoption-process/breakout-documents
https://tea.texas.gov/academics/instructional-materials/review-and-adoption-process/breakout-documents
https://www.nsqol.org/the-standards/quality-online-courses/
https://www.nsqol.org/the-standards/quality-online-courses/
https://www.section508.gov/manage/laws-and-policies#508-policy
https://www.nsqol.org/the-standards/quality-online-teaching/#1
https://www.nsqol.org/the-standards/quality-online-teaching/#1
https://www.section508.gov/manage/laws-and-policies#508-policy
https://www.section508.gov/manage/laws-and-policies#508-policy
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In the application, evaluator applicants are asked to provide detailed information to demonstrate the 
applicant can meet each of these success factors.  

TEA’s Expectations of Evaluators 
TEA expects the selected course evaluators to meet the following requirements: 

• Provide online student course and online professional development evaluation services based 
upon TEA-specified standards and quality indicators listed within this document.  

• Create TEKS and accessibility evaluation rubrics based upon the standards and use the quality 
indicators defined within this document. All created rubrics must be submitted to TEA upon 
request. 

• Remain current with TEA-specified student online course and online professional development 
requirements. 

• Update and adjust rubrics and processes as requested by TEA to align with changes to national 
standards, legislation, and TEA requirements. 

• Maintain sufficient review teams to meet demand and complete reviews in a timely manner. 

• Recruit qualified evaluators, conduct a rigorous selection process, and train evaluators prior to 
the start of a course review.  

• Validate the credentials and expertise of all potential review team members.  

• Conduct TEKS reviews with a minimum of two, Texas-certified educators who review the course 
independently. The educators must be certified in the specific course content area and grade 
level.  

• Ensure evaluators do not have a conflict of interest with courses assigned to them. 

• Implement a process for the review teams to reach consensus when initial independent reviews 
do not align.  

• Review each course within the LMS in which the course will be made available. 

• Provide feedback to providers in an agreed upon timeline. 

• Demonstrate a scalable process that can meet both high and low volumes of reviews. 

• Ensure fidelity of implementation of the requirements among all the members of a review team.  

• Participate in any TEA-required meetings or webinars. 

• Collaborate with TEA in the definition of evaluation certification documentation and / or with 
reviews of an online certification record tracking application. 

• Provide performance measure reports as defined in the Measures section of this document. 

• Submit reports per the format and timeline established by TEA. 
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TEA Program Requirements 
Applicants must submit a completed proposal to be considered for review.  

Project Evaluation and Modification 
By submitting a proposal, the applicant agrees to comply with any evaluation requirements that may be 
established by TEA and agrees to submit any required evaluation reports in the format and time 
requested by TEA. Specific critical success factors and milestones will be developed in a manner 
determined appropriate by TEA. TEA may remove an evaluator from the list when performance 
measures are not met. 

Performance Measures  
TEA will monitor the work of the selected applicant to ensure that the terms required to serve as an 
evaluator for the 2020–2021 and 2021–2022 online course reviews. Performance measures include the 
following: 

• Evaluator must continue to demonstrate that all criteria are being met throughout the 
authorization program period. 

• Evaluator must provide the number and name of eligible TXVSN course providers and online 
schools served by the review process upon TEA’s request. 

• Evaluator must respond to technical assistance requests from current and potential TXVSN 
providers and the TEA in a timely manner. 

• Evaluator must provide quarterly reports to TEA with the content, format, and timeline agreed 
to by TEA. 

Application Elements 
This section describes the requirements and attachments that must be addressed in and included with 
the application. 

Notice of Intent to Apply 
For competitive authorizations, prospective applicants are requested to submit the Notice of Intent to 
Apply (NOI) by the date specified in the Competitive Authorization Timeline. The NOI provides helpful 
information that allows TEA staff to plan for the management of the applications and review processes. 
Failure to notify TEA of the intent to apply will not disqualify the applicant from applying. The NOI can 
be submitted through this form. 

Proposals 
Applicants will provide the following information within the application:  

1. Evidence of knowledge and experience in review processes with the TEKS, national quality 
standards, and accessibility 

2. Evidence of experience in working on similar projects 
3. Evidence of project understanding 

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/4b26070ab04441379e8db54306edb055
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Proposal Format and Content 
The proposal must be written entirely on 8 ½” X 11” white paper and should be limited to 40 pages, 
including appendices and attachments. Content that surpasses the specified page limit will not be read. 
Links to other documents will not be read. Proposals must be submitted in a manner which does not 
carry any benefit, keepsake, or value for members of the evaluation team.  

The proposal content must include the following items in the order listed below, including section titles 
and the content order as outlined. Four of the required pages have been created for use within the 
proposal. (Please see Appendix D.) Please complete these pages and use them in the appropriate 
location of the proposal. 

1. Proposal Cover page 
2. Section 1—Management Component 

In this section provide details about your organization and staff associated with the course 
review initiative. 
a. Include a summary of your organizational capabilities and describe your organization’s 

experience in providing rubric-based, evaluation services or other similar projects. Include 
an organizational chart. If the applicant is applying as the leader of an organizational 
partnership, please include the qualifications and organization charts for each partner. Also, 
include a summary of how members of the partnership will work together during the TXVSN 
course evaluation process and the roles and responsibilities of the applicant and each 
partner. Finally, include historical information on how the organization has adapted to or 
will adapt to changing requirements due to changes in the listed review indicators or 
standards. 

b. Include the resumes of the key leadership personnel and the project manager(s) who will 
coordinate the course review projects. If the applicant has formed a partnership to respond 
to this request for evaluators, resumés for key roles for each partner must also be provided. 

c. Provide three (3) current references that include the name of the applicant and, if 
applicable, for each partner. References must include the nature of the project, kinds 
of activities that were performed by the applicant / partner, and the name and phone 
number of a contact person from each reference entity. 

3. Section 2—Technical Component  
In this section of the proposal, please describe your organization’s knowledge of the following 
standards and quality instruments. 

a. Knowledge of The Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 
b. Knowledge of the TXVSN content quality rubric 
c. Knowledge of the NSQ National Standards for Online Courses, Third Edition 
d. Knowledge of the NSQ National Standards for Online Teaching, Third Edition 
e. Knowledge of section 508 accessibility standards 

4. Section 3—Understanding the Project  
Please describe the end-to-end process that will be put into place for both the online course 
review and the professional development review processes. Start the process from the first 
meeting with a course provider through the end of the process when a provider achieves 
successful completion of all required elements. In this narrative, please include the following 
information. 

a. The communication process between your organization and the course provider 
b. The eligibility requirements of the individuals who will conduct the course reviews 
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c. How your organization will select and train course reviewers for the TXVSN Course 
Review process. Include how you would prevent conflicts of interests.  

d. A description of how your organization evaluates and ensures the quality, consistency, 
and reliability of the reviewer’s work 

e. A description of how you would streamline the review process by implementing an audit 
to evaluate a portion of the TEKS with high confidence that the course is in alignment 
with 100% of the standards 

f. A description of how you would evaluate duplicate courses with high confidence that 
the course is in full alignment with 100% of content, quality, and accessibility standards 
referenced in this document 

g. The tools and use of technology that the providers and evaluators will use during the 
review process 

h. The process workflows for the online course review and the online professional 
development review 

i. Process timelines 
5. Section 4—Pricing Information 

Please provide the following information regarding evaluation rates. (If selected as an evaluator, 
this information will be posted on the TEA and/or TXVSN website.) All new course offerings 
require a full online course review using all four rubrics. Courses with substantive changes made 
by the provider must also undergo a full online course review. Factors that require a course to 
undergo a rereview include but are not limited to changes to the Texas Essential Knowledge and 
Skills, an update of quality or accessibility standards, or change to the provider’s LMS. 
 

Service Course 
Length  

Number of 
Standards 
(Rubrics) 

Price Timeline (In 
weeks and days) 

Full online course 
review 

2 semesters 4   

Rereview of an 
online course  

2 semesters 3   

Rereview of an 
online course 

2 semesters 2   

Rereview of an 
online course 

2 semesters 1   

Rereview of an 
online course 

1 semester 4   

Rereview of an 
online course 

1 semester 3   

Rereview of an 
online course 

1 semester 2   

Rereview of an 
online course 

1 semester 1   

Duplicate course 
review (Identical 
course validation) 

2 semesters NA   
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Duplicate course 
review (Identical 
course validation) 

1 semester NA   

Full professional 
development 
review 

 2   

 
Optional: Add additional rows listing other course review options such as pricing any additional 
review passes needed for rubric indicators that do not receive a passing score, or pricing based 
upon as review of an entire a grade band or content area. 

     
     
     

 
6. Section 5—Program Assurances 

Please sign the program assurances form as the concluding section of the proposal. These 
assurances are also listed below. 
 

a. The applicant provides assurance that the online student course review and online 
professional development review meet the rigor as described in this document. 

b. The applicant provides assurance that the review process will be available online or 
through a digital documentation process, making it easy for reviewers to use and course 
providers to see results. 

c. The applicant provides assurance that reviewers will meet the expertise level described 
within this document. 

d. The applicant provides assurance that online student course reviews and online 
professional development reviews will be conducted within the published timelines and 
rates. 

e. The applicant provides assurance that final online student and professional 
development course review approval certification reports from the review process will 
meet TEA data reporting requirements. 

f. The applicant provides assurances that the TXVSN Course Review process creates no 
conflicts of interest with any existing review business practices. 

g. The applicant provides assurances that all work associated with the TXVSN Course 
Review process complies with federal, state, and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules 
and regulations, and the orders and decrees of any court or administrative bodies or 
tribunals. 

h. The applicant assures that it will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, 
national origin, sex, disability, or age in any of its activities related to the TXVSN Course 
Review process. 

Scoring and Review 
This section provides information on the scoring and review of competitive authorization applications. 
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Review Process 
The first round of review will evaluate whether applicants have completed and submitted all required 
components of the application and meet all assurances. Applicants that cannot meet all assurances or 
include all of the required components will not move on to the second round of review. 

The second round of review will be conducted using the review criteria for this program described 
below. Applicants must provide evidence or justification, when requested in the application, to be 
awarded points. Applications will be evaluated by the quality of evidence provided. 

Review Criteria 
The maximum points available for the standard review criteria for this program will be as follows: 

Categories  Points 
MANAGEMENT COMPONENT 

1. Quality of the evidence relating to the Applicant’s ability to manage and 
provide services for similar projects, including the ability to adapt to changing 
requirements over time. (20 points) 

2. Personnel qualifications, including proper background for providing course 
evaluation services. (10 points)  

30 

B. TECHNICAL COMPONENT 

1. Knowledge of the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (10 points) 
2. Knowledge of Texas online content quality rubrics (10 points) 
3. Knowledge of the NSQ National Standards for Online Courses, Third 

Edition (10 points) 
4. Knowledge of the NSQ National Standards for Online Teaching, Third 

Edition (10 points) 
5. Knowledge of section 508 accessibility standards (10 points) 

 

50 

C. UNDERSTANDING THE PROJECT 

1. Logical, credible, specific, and clear description of details for carrying 
out the project. (10 points) 

2. Evidence of appropriate time allotted for each course review scenario. 
(10 points) 

3. Strength of communication plan with Providers. (10 points) 
4. Evidence of how the Evaluator will ensure fidelity of implementation 

among the review team. (10 points) 

40 

Total Points  120 
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Appendix A—TXVSN Overview and Additional Course Review 
Regulations 
 

For informational and planning purposes, here is more information about the TXVSN and regulations 
associated with course reviews. 

The Texas Virtual School Network Overview 
The Texas Education Agency offers online courses to eligible students through the Texas Virtual School 
Network. The TXVSN consists of two programs—the course catalog and the full-time online schools. 
Both programs offer online courses to students and online professional development for TXVSN 
instructors.  

Online Student Course Definition 
The definition of a TXVSN online student course is below.  

“An educational course in which instruction and content are delivered primarily over 
the Internet, a student and teacher are in different locations for a majority of the 
student’s instructional period, most instructional activities take place in an online 
environment, the online instructional activities are integral to the academic program, 
and extensive communication and interaction between a student and a teacher and 
among students are major design elements. A student is not required to be located on 
the physical premises of a school district or charter school.” 

Regulations Related to Online Student Course Reviews 
Below is a list of the Texas regulations associated with the online course and online professional 
development review process.  

 

• The (TEC) §30A.105 and §30A.1121(b) require the TXVSN to provide a course evaluation 
process for online courses and professional development.  
 

• The TEC §30A.105 and the Texas Administrative Code (TAC) §70.1005 require TXVSN 
courses be renewed to stay current with revisions to the curriculum under TEC, 
§28.002(a) or no later than ten years after the prior approval. (Based upon whichever 
timeline is shorter.) 
 

• The TAC §70.1005 also includes specific course requirements, including that secondary 
science courses include 40% hands-on laboratory investigations and field work using 
appropriate scientific inquiry as required by TAC §74.3(b)(2)(C). 
 

In addition, online courses must also be in compliance with Federal and state accessibility standards, 
including section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 
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Appendix B—Sample Format for a TEKS Breakout Rubric 
 

 

Subject
Subchapter
Course
Course Provider
PEIMS Course Title
PEIMS Course Number
Provider Course Title
TEKS %
Pass or Recheck Requiared

Knowledge and Skills Statement Student Expectation Breakout Item Type Hyperlink (or path)  to the location Description of the specific location

Is the breakout 
accepted or 

rejected in the 
materials?

Reason for rejection Unanimous 
vote

  
(1) Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, 
speaking, discussion, and thinking--oral language. This student 
develops oral language through listening, speaking, and discussion. 
The student is expected to:

  
(A) engage in meaningful and respectful discourse by listening actively, 
responding appropriately, and adjusting communication to audiences 
and purposes

  
(i) engage in meaningful discourse by listening actively  
 


Text/Activity/Lecture

Text/Activity/Lecture
Text/Activity/Lecture
Text/Activity/Lecture
Text/Activity/Lecture

  
(1) Developing and sustaining foundational language skills: listening, 
speaking, discussion, and thinking--oral language. This student 
develops oral language through listening, speaking, and discussion. 
The student is expected to:

  
(A) engage in meaningful and respectful discourse by listening actively, 
responding appropriately, and adjusting communication to audiences 
and purposes

  
(ii) engage in meaningful discourse by responding appropriately 
 


Text/Activity/Lecture

Text/Activity/Lecture
Text/Activity/Lecture
Text/Activity/Lecture
Text/Activity/Lecture

Proclamation 2020 Correlations to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS): Online Course Material
Chapter 110. Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills for English Language Arts and Reading
Subchapter C. High School
§110.36. English I (One Credit), Adopted 2017

 
(1) The English language arts and reading Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) embody the interconnected nature of listening, speaking, reading, writing, and thinking through the seven integrated strands of developing and sustaining foundational language skills; comprehension; response; multiple genres; author's purpose and craft; composition; and inquiry and research. The strands 
focus on academic oracy (proficiency in oral expression and comprehension), authentic reading, and reflective writing to ensure a literate Texas. The strands are integrated and progressive with students continuing to develop knowledge and skills with increased complexity and nuance in order to think critically and adapt to the ever-evolving nature of language and literacy.
(2) The seven strands of the essential knowledge and skills for English language arts and reading are intended to be integrated for instructional purposes and are recursive in nature. Strands include the four domains of language (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) and their application in order to accelerate the acquisition of language skills so that students develop high levels of social and 
academic language proficiency. Although some strands may require more instructional time, each strand is of equal value, may be presented in any order, and should be integrated throughout the year. Additionally, students should engage in academic conversations, write, read, and be read to on a daily basis with opportunities for cross-curricular content and student choice.
(3) Text complexity increases with challenging vocabulary, sophisticated sentence structures, nuanced text features, cognitively demanding content, and subtle relationships among ideas (Texas Education Agency, STAAR Performance Level Descriptors, 2013). As skills and knowledge are obtained in each of the seven strands, students will continue to apply earlier standards with greater depth 
to increasingly complex texts in multiple genres as they become self-directed, critical learners who work collaboratively while continuously using metacognitive skills. 

 
(4) English language learners (ELLs) are expected to meet standards in a second language; however, their proficiency in English influences the ability to meet these standards. To demonstrate this knowledge throughout the stages of English language acquisition, comprehension of text requires additional scaffolds such as adapted text, translations, native language support, cognates, summaries, 
pictures, realia, glossaries, bilingual dictionaries, thesauri, and other modes of comprehensible input. ELLs can and should be encouraged to use knowledge of their first language to enhance vocabulary development; vocabulary needs to be in the context of connected discourse so that it is meaningful. Strategic use of the student's first language is important to ensure linguistic, affective, cognitive, 
and academic development in English.
(5) Current research stresses the importance of effectively integrating second language acquisition with quality content area education in order to ensure that ELLs acquire social and academic language proficiency in English, learn the knowledge and skills, and reach their full academic potential. Instruction must be linguistically accommodated in accordance with the English Language 
Proficiency Standards (ELPS) and the student's English language proficiency levels to ensure the mastery of knowledge and skills in the required curriculum is accessible. For a further understanding of second language acquisition needs, refer to the ELPS and proficiency-level descriptors adopted in Chapter 74, Subchapter A, of this title (relating to Required Curriculum).
(6) Oral language proficiency holds a pivotal role in school success; verbal engagement must be maximized across grade levels (Kinsella, 2010). In order for students to become thinkers and proficient speakers in science, social studies, mathematics, fine arts, language arts and reading, and career and technical education, they must have multiple opportunities to practice and apply the academic 
language of each discipline (Fisher, Frey, & Rothenberg, 2008).
(7) Statements that contain the word "including" reference content that must be mastered, while those containing the phrase "such as" are intended as possible illustrative examples. 

(c) Knowledge and Skills.

(a) General requirements. Students shall be awarded one credit for successful completion of this course.

(b) Introduction
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Appendix C—Texas Online Course Content Quality Rubric 
 

Indicator Provider Notes Reviewer 
Evidence 
Does quality 
indicator 
exist? Y/N  

Reviewer Notes 

1. Content is at an appropriate level 
of complexity to support students 
at their grade level. 

   

2. Course content strategically 
scopes the content and skills 
development in appropriately 
sequenced assignment and 
activities. 

   

3. Content contains questions and 
tasks that support students in 
analyzing and integrating 
knowledge, ideas, themes, and 
connections throughout the 
course. 

   

4. Course includes opportunities to 
practice and a variety of different 
assessments to measure 
progress. 

   

5. Course integrates quality tasks 
that require students to apply 
their knowledge and skills at the 
appropriate level of rigor and 
complexity. 

   

6. Course contains opportunities for 
the integration of skills through 
interconnected assignments, 
tasks, or activities that build 
student knowledge and provide 
opportunities for increased 
independence. 
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7. Extensive communication exists 
between a student and a teacher 
and among students as evidenced 
by frequent, ongoing, and 
academically meaningful 
communications conducted 
through various methods.  

   

8. Assignments and activities 
provide an opportunity for 
students to express their thinking 
and knowledge through various 
forms of communication (written 
and oral.) 

   

9. Opportunities exist within the 
course for the teacher of record 
to observe, document, evaluate 
and provide feedback on student 
work, group work, skill 
demonstrations, or ensemble 
performances, as applicable. The 
online course creates 
opportunities to demonstrate 
improvement. The online course 
provides a method for educators 
to include their observations of 
student activities and 
performances. 

   

10. The course includes at least 40 
percent hands-on laboratory 
investigations and field work 
using appropriate scientific 
inquiry for secondary (Grades 9-
12) science courses as required by 
TAC, §74.3(b)(2)(C), Subchapter 
A, Required Curriculum.   

   

 

  

http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter074/ch074a.html
http://ritter.tea.state.tx.us/rules/tac/chapter074/ch074a.html
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Appendix D—Proposal Pages 
 

Please complete the following forms and include them in the proposal submission. These forms include: 

• Cover page 
• Section 1c—Management Component References 
• Section 4—Pricing 
• Section 5—Assurances 
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ONLINE COURSE AND PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT REVIEWS  
2020-2021 AND 2021-2022 

 

Competitive Authorization Application Due Date: 5:00 p.m. Central Time, Wednesday, March 31, 2021 

This competitive selection process is authorized by the Texas Education Code (TEC) §30A.104 and 
§30A.105, §30A.111, §30A.112(a), and §30A.1121(b). 

 

A PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY 

 

Applicant Information 
Organization __________________________________________________________________________ 

County-District Number _________ |Campus ______________________ | ESC ________ 

DUNS _____________________ | Vendor ID ____________________ 

Address ______________________________________ | City __________________ | ZIP___________ 

Primary Contact _______________________ | Email___________________ | Phone _______________ 

Secondary Contact _____________________ | Email___________________ | Phone _______________ 

Signature 
The information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct and the 
organization named above has authorized me as its representative. Any ensuing program and activity 
will be conducted in accordance and compliance with the guidelines stipulated by this authorization 
program. (A digital signature or handwritten signature is required.) 

 

Authorized Official Name _______________________________ | Title ___________________________ 

Email________________________________________________ | Phone _________________________ 

Signature __________________________________________________________ | Date _____________ 
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Section 1c—Management Component References 
 

References for Organization Name: ________________________________________________________ 

Name of Reference Type of work or 
activity conducted 
with reference 

Email Phone 

1.    

2.    

3.    

 

If the applicant has formed a partnership for the purpose of implementing the services described for the 
TXVSN Online Course Reviews, please provide the same information for each of the partner 
organization. 

Partner Organization Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

Name of Reference Type of work or 
activity conducted 
with reference 

Email Phone 

1.    

2.    

3.    

 

Partner Organization Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

Name of Reference Type of work or 
activity conducted 
with reference 

Email Phone 

1.    

2.    

3.    
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Section 4—Pricing 
 
Organization Name: _________________________________ 
 
Contact Information to be posted on TEA website if selected:    
 
 

Service Course Length  Number of 
Standards 
(Rubrics) 

Price Timeline (In 
weeks and days) 

Full online course 
review 

2 semesters 4   

Rereview of an online 
course  

2 semesters 3   

Rereview of an online 
course 

2 semesters 2   

Rereview of an online 
course 

2 semesters 1   

Rereview of an online 
course 

1 semester 4   

Rereview of an online 
course 

1 semester 3   

Rereview of an online 
course 

1 semester 2   

Rereview of an online 
course 

1 semester 1   

Duplicate course 
review (Identical 
course validation) 

2 semesters NA   

Duplicate course 
review (Identical 
course validation) 

1 semester NA   

Full professional 
development review 

 2   

 
Optional: Add additional rows listing other course review service options such as pricing any additional 
review passes needed for rubric indicators that do not receive a passing score, or pricing based upon a 
review of an entire a grade band or content area. 
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Section 5—Assurances 
The following assurances apply to this program. Applicants must comply with these assurances to meet 
the requirements of the program. Check each of the following boxes and sign the page to indicate your 
compliance. 

 

 The applicant provides assurance that the online student course review process and online 
professional development course meet the rigor as described in the 2020-2021 and 2021-2022 
Online Course Reviews Program Guidelines. 

 

 The applicant provides assurance that the review process will be available online or through a 
digital documentation process, making it easy for reviewers to use and providers to see results. 

 

 The applicant provides assurance that reviewers will meet the expertise level described within 
the 2020-2021 and 2021-2022 Online Course Reviews Program Guidelines. 

 

 The applicant provides assurance that online student course reviews and online professional 
development reviews will be conducted within the published timelines and rates. 

 

 The applicant provides assurance that final online student and professional development course 
review approval certification reports from the review process will meet TEA data reporting 
requirements. 

 

 The applicant provides assurances that the TXVSN Course Review process creates no conflicts of 
interest with any existing review business practices. 

 

 The applicant provides assurances that all work associated with the TXVSN Course Review 
process complies with federal, state, and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations, 
and the orders and decrees of any court or administrative bodies or tribunals. 

 

 The applicant assures that it will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national 
origin, sex, disability, or age in any of its activities related to the TXVSN Course Review process. 

 

 

 

 

Authorized Signature ________________________________________________ | Date _____________ 

(A digital signature or handwritten signature is required.) 
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